
A discrete-time ATM tra�c model with longrange dependence characteristicsTim Dani�els and Chris BlondiaPerformance Analysis of Telecommunication Systems Research GroupDepartment of Mathematics and Computer ScienceUniversity of AntwerpUniversiteitsplein, 1, B-2610 Antwerp - Belgiume-mail: ftdaniels, blondiag@uia.ac.beMarch 20, 1998AbstractThis paper presents a novel discrete-time ATM tra�c model whichexhibits a long range dependence character. The process results fromthe superposition of an in�nite number of on/o� sources which havean increasing mean on and o� period duration. The condition underwhich the process has the long range dependence property is a sim-ple function of the parameters of the on/o� sources. Moreover, theHurst parameter of the process is given explicitly. By considering thetra�c model in a matrix-analytic setting, the behaviour of a queueingsystem with this tra�c as input, can be analyzed. Also the correla-tion structure is characterized by means of the Index of Dispersionfor Counts and its limit is investigated. Numerical examples illustratethe properties of this process.1 IntroductionRecent measurements of LAN tra�c (see (Leland, Taqqu, Willinger &Wilson1994), (Fowler & Leland 1991)) and variable bit rate (VBR) video tra�c (see1



(Beran, Sherman, Taqqu & Willinger 1995)), show their bursty character ac-cross a high range of time scales. Statistical analysis reveals slowly decayingvariances and long range dependence of the number of packets arriving in atime slot. This suggest a self-similar behaviour of this type of tra�c.In a discrete-time setting, the long range dependence of a process Xt can becharacterized in di�erent ways. Let An =Pnk=1Xk denote the cummulativeprocess and f(�) the spectral density of Xn. Then Xn is said to be longrange dependent if one of the following conditions is satis�ed (see (Roberts,Mocci & Virtamo 1996, page 317)) :� cov(X0; Xn) � n�1 ; �1 = 2H � 2� var(An) � n�2 ; �2 = 2H� f(�) � ��3; �3 = 1� 2H,where the asymptotics hold for n �!1 and � �! 0. In these conditions Hdenotes the Hurst parameter (or self-similarity parameter), with H 2]12 ; 1].This Hurst parameter is an essential characteristic of long range dependencetra�c.Conventional tra�c models, such as the pure Poisson process, the Markovmodulated Poisson-like processes (e.g. MAP, D-MAP, BMAP, D-BMAP,see (Neuts 1989), (Lucantoni 1991), (Blondia 1993)), or uid ow models(Anick, Mitra & Sondhi 1982), do not capture this long range dependenceand consequently are not appropriate to model this type of tra�c. Fromthe measurements it also follows that established views, such as the aggre-gate tra�c becomes smoother as the number of (bursty) sources increases,do not hold any longer. On the contrary, the burstiness of the aggregatetra�c increases. These observations have started an intensive research onmodels which capture the long range dependence nature of the tra�c. Ex-amples of such models are the Fractional Brownian Motion, FARIMA process((Roberts et al. 1996), chaotic maps, etc ...Unfortunately, queueing analysis results of systems where these tra�c mod-els are used are hardly available. An alternative approach has been pro-posed in (Andersen 1995), (Andersen, Jensen & Nielsen 1995) and (Robert& Le Boudec 1995), where Markovian arrival processes (MAP) are used tomodel self-similarity over several time scales. A �tting algorithm to chose theparameters of the MAP is proposed in (Andersen & Nielsen n.d.). Anotherapproach to characterize long range dependent tra�c is through an in�nitesuperposition of on/o� sources which have an on period with a heavy tail.An example can be found in (Likhanov, Tsybakov & Georganas 1995), wherethe resulting queue is an M/G/1 system with Pareto service time distribu-2



tion.In this paper, we propose a new model for ATM tra�c resulting from the su-perposition of a sequence of on/o� sources, with increasing mean on and o�periods as the index of the sequence increases. The model has the followingcharacteristics :(i) It is de�ned by means of three parameters (a; b; p);(ii) Under the condition that a � b2, the resulting process exhibits a longrange dependence character;(iii) The Hurst parameter is given explicitly by H = 12( log blog a�log b);(iv) The analysis of the queueing system whose input consists of this processcan be seen as the limit of a sequence of Markovian queues, which are ana-lytically tractable;(v) The Index of Dispersion for Counts (IDC) and its limit can be expressedin a closed form.The ideas which led to the proposed tra�c model can be found in (Robertset al. 1996) p. 338, but it seems rather di�cult to mathematically analyze thepseudo self-similar tra�c models based on Markov chains presented there.The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de�nes the tra�c modelwhich is the subject of this paper. In Section 3 the important propertiesof this process, characterizing long range dependence, are given. Section 4derives an explicit expression for the IDC of this process and its limit. InSection 5 the behaviour of a queue whose input consists of this process isinvestigated. Section 6 illustrates the properties of the process by means ofnumerical examples. Conclusions are drawn in the last Section and also anoutlook to future research is given.2 The tra�c model2.1 De�nitionsThe tra�c model that is envisaged is de�ned in the framework of MarkovianArrival Processes. For completeness reasons we recall the de�nition of aDiscrete-Time Batch Markovian Arrival Process (D-BMAP), the discrete-time version of the BMAP de�ned in (Neuts 1989) and (Lucantoni 1991).(For more details, we refer the reader to (Blondia 1993)).Consider a discrete-time Markov chain with transition matrix D. Suppose3



that at time k this chain is in some state i, 1 � i � m. At the nexttime instant k + 1, there occurs a transition to another or possible the samestate and a batch arrival may or may not occur. With probability (d0)i;j,1 � i � m, there is a transition to state j without an arrival, and withprobability (dn)i;j, 1 � i � m, n � 1, there is a transition to state j with abatch arrival of size n. We have that1Xn=0 mXj=1(dn)i;j = 1:Clearly the matrix D0 with elements (d0)i;j governs transitions that corre-spond to no arrivals, while the matrices Dn with elements (dn)i;j, n � 1,govern transitions that correspond to arrivals of batches of size n.The matrix D =P1n=0Dn is the transition matrix of the underlying Markovchain. Let � be stationary probability vector of this Markov process, i.e.�D = �; �e = 1;where e is a column vector of 1's.The fundamental arrival rate � of this process is given by� = �( 1Xk=1 kDk)e:A D-MAP is a special case of a D-BMAP, where arrivals have a batch of size1 (for examples we refer to (Blondia 1993)).Now we de�ne the processes which are used to obtain the long range depen-dent process.Consider a sequence (X(i))i2N of independent on/o� sources with the follow-ing characteristics. Let 1 < b < a. Assume that both the on and o� periodof the process X(i) are geometrically distributed with mean duration (ab )i,resp. ai. While on, the source generates a cell in a slot with probability p,with 0 < p < 1. Using matrix analytic notations, X(i) is a D-MAP withparameter matricesD(i)0 = � 1� (1=a)i (1=a)i(1� p)(b=a)i (1� p) (1� (b=a)i)�and D(i)1 = � 0 0p(b=a)i p (1� (b=a)i)� :4



The matrix D(i) = D(i)0 + D(i)1 is the transition matrix of the underlyingMarkov chain of state transitions. The stationary distribution of D(i) isgiven by�(i) = � bi(1 + bi) 1(1 + bi)� :The fundamental arrival rate �(i) associated with X(i) is�(i) = �(i)D(i)1 e = p=(1 + bi):From the de�nition ofX(i) we see that for increasing i, both the on and o�periods become longer. This property of the process X(i) will be responsiblefor the long range dependence of the envisaged process.Let us now characterize the correlation structure of the process X(i). From(Blondia 1993), we know thatCov�X(i)1 ; X(i)1+k� = �(i)D(i)1 ��D(i)�k�1 � e�(i)�D(i)1 e:Hence one can easily verify thatCov�X(i)1 ; X(i)1+k� =  1� �1a�i � � ba�i!k p2bi(1 + bi)2 :In view of (Blondia 1993), p. 8, we know that a �nite superposition Y (M) =PMi=1X(i) of D-MAPs is a D-BMAP determined by the matricesC(M)0 = D(M)0 
D(M�1)0 
 � � � 
D(1)0 ;...C(M)i = XkM+:::+k1=i 1Oj=MD(j)kj ;...C(M)M = D(M)1 
D(M�1)1 
 � � � 
D(1)1 :The superposition Y (1) is not a D-BMAP any longer, but since the X(i) areindependent, the expressions for the fundamental arrival rate �(1) and the5



covariance structure are given by:�(1) = 1Xi=1 p1 + biand Cov�Y (1)1 ; Y (1)1+k � = 1Xi=1  1� �1a�i � � ba�i!k p2bi(1 + bi)2 : (1)3 Properties of the Process Y (1)In this section the inuence of the parameters a and b on the correlationstructure of the arrival proces Y (1) is examined.Property 1 The arrival process Y (1) is long range dependent if and only ifb2 6 a.Proof. Following de�nition 13.4.1 (Roberts et al. 1996, page 326) we havelong range dependence if and only if the series is1Xk=1 Cov �Y (1)1 ; Y (1)1+k � (2)diverges. Using (1) and changing the order of summation we deduce that theseries (2) diverges if and only if1Xi=1 aibi � bi � b2i(1 + bi)3 =1: (3)This series is similar to a geometric one and hence it diverges if and only ifb2 6 a. �Property 2 There exist 0 < C1 < C2 <1 such thatC1k�� < Cov �Y (1)1 ; Y (1)1+k � < C2k�� (4)with � = log blog a� log b: (5)6



Proof. See appendix. �Now we state the main result of this section, namely an explicit expressionfor the Hurst parameter of the process Y (1).Property 3 The Hurst parameter H of the discrete-time arrival processY (1) is given byH = 12 �2� log blog a� log b� : (6)Proof. Based on (4), we see that Cov�Y (1)1 ; Y (1)1+k � decreases as k��, with� = log blog a� log b . Hence, from (Roberts et al. 1996, page 327), we immedi-ately conclude that H = 12 �2� log blog a� log b�. �Clearly, if b2 6 a, then the Hurst parameter satis�es 12 � H < 1, a criterionfor long range dependence of the process Y (1).In Section 5, the above properties are illustrated through numerical examples.4 The Index of Dispersion for Counts of theTra�c ModelIn this section we investigate the correlation structure of the process Y (1)by means of the Index of Dispersion for Counts (IDC).Denote Nk the number of arrivals in an interval of length k. The Index ofDispersion for Counts (IDC) at time k is de�ned to be the variance of thenumber of arrivals in an interval of length k divided by the the mean numberof arrivals in this interval, i.e.I(k) = Var(Nk)E(Nk) :It is well known that for a renewal process I(k) = c21, for all k � 1, where c21is the squared coe�cient of variation of the number of arrivals in a slot. Inparticular for a Bernoulli process, I(k) = 1, for all k � 1.7



Denote I(i)(k) the IDC of the process X(i) with limk!1 I(i)(k) = J (i) andI(1)(k) the IDC of the process Y (1), with limk!1 I(1)(k) = J (1).From (Blondia & Geerts 1997), we know thatJ (i) = �(i)D(i)1 e� 3[�(i)D(i)1 e]2 + 2�D(i)1 Z(i)D(i)1 e�(i)D(i)1 e ; (7)with Z(i) the fundamental matrix of the Markov chain D(i) = D(i)0 + D(i)1 ,given byZ(i) = [I� (D(i) � e�(i))]�1:From the expressions for D(i)0 and D(i)1 given in Section 2, it is easy to showthat Z(i) = 1(1 + bi)2 �ai + bi(1 + bi) 1� ai + bibi(1� ai + bi) 1 + bi + aibi� :Hence,�(i)D(i)1 Z(i)D(i)1 e = p2(1 + bi)3 [1 + bi(ai � bi)]:Using this expression in (7), we obtain thatJ (i) = 1� 3 p1 + bi + 2 p(1 + bi)2 [1 + bi(ai � bi)]: (8)Now we compute J (1), i.e. the limit of the IDC of the process Y (1).Since Y (1) =P1i=1X(i), we have that I(1)(k) =P1i=1 I(i)(k). Hence,I(1)(k) = P1i=1 cov(X(i)1 ; X(i)1 ) +P1i=1 2Pk�1j=1 k�jk cov(X(i)1 ; X(i)1+j)P1i=1 E[X(i)1 ] :Taking the limit for k �!1, we obtainJ (1) = �(1) � 3P1i=1(�(i))2 + 2p2P1i=1 1 + bi(ai � bi)(1 + bi)3�(1) : (9)From equation (9) it follows that the limit of the IDC of the process Y (1) isin�nite if b2 6 a, which is exactly the condition under which the process hasthe long range dependence property (see Property 1 in Section 3). This isin agreement with the criterion that a process is long range dependent if itsIDC is diverging. 8



5 Queueing BehaviourWe consider a queue of the G/D/1-type which has the arrival proces Y (1) asinput. It turns out that the mean queue length is1. This result is obtainedby studying the sequence of queues with arrival processes PMi=1X(i). Thesequeues are of the D-BMAP/D/1-type. Consider the D-BMAP/D/1-queuewith arrival proces Y (M) =PMi=1X(i). From now on we will drop the indexM to keep the notation simple.The stationary queue distribution x of the D-BMAP/D/1 queue satis�es thefollowing steady state equationsx = (x0;x1; : : : ) = (x0;x1; : : : )0BBBBB@D0 D1 D2 : : :D0 D1 D2 : : :0 D0 D1 : : :0 0 D0 : : :... ... ... . . .
1CCCCCA (10)together withx e = 1: (11)This leads toX(z) (zI�D(z)) = (z � 1)x0D(z) (12)with generating functions X(z) =P1n=0 xnzn and D(z) =P1n=0Dnzn. It isimportant to notice thatD(z) = D(M)(z) � � �D(1)(z). The mean queue lengthis given by the expression X0e with X0 = ddzX(z)jz=1. The computationsmade in (Lucantoni 1991) result in the following expression for the meanqueue lengthX0e = (�D00e+ 2x0D0e� 2�+ (2x0D+ 2�D0)(I�D+ e�)�1D0e)2(1� �) ;(13)with D = D(1), D0 = ddzD(z)jz=1, D00 = d2dz2D(z)jz=1 and � = �(M) 
 � � � 
�(1) and � =PMi=1 �(i).We show that the right hand side of (13) is diverging for M �!1.Since �D00e > 0 and 2x0D0e > 0, and as the load � is bounded by some9



number, independent from M , it is su�cient to investigate the behaviour ofthe factor2x0D(I�D+ e�)�1D0e+ 2�D0(I�D+ e�)�1D0e (14)for M �!1. First we notice that(I� (D� e�))�1 = I+ 1Xk=1 �Dk � e�� : (15)Furthermore, sinceCov (X1; X1+k) = �D0 �Dk�1 � e��D0e (16)we have�D0 1Xk=1 �Dk � e��!D0e = 1Xk=2 MXi=1  1� �1a�i � � ba�i!k bi(1 + bi)2(17)The behaviour of x0D �P1k=1 �Dk � e���D0e is a bit more elaborated. From(Lucantoni 1991), we know that x0 = (1��)g, with g the steady state vectorof the matrixG, describing the �rst passage times from one level to another.Hence,x0 = (1� �)u(M) 
 u(M�1) 
 � � � 
 u(1)with u(i) the �rst row of the matrix D(i). Using the elementary properties ofthe Kronecker product 
, one obtainsx0D 1Xk=1 �Dk � e��!D0e = �(1� �) 1Xk=1 MXi=1  1� �1a�i � � ba�i!k 11 + bi :(18)Hence, the mean queue lenght is diverging i�limM!1 MXi=1 1Xk=0  1� �1a�i � � ba�i!k � bi(1 + bi)2 � (1� �) 11 + bi� =1:(19)One can check this is the case i� b2 6 a, in other words, i� the arrivalprocess Y (1) is long range dependent. This result is in accordance with theone obtained in (Likhanov et al. 1995).10
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Figure 1: Inuence of a and b on sum of covariances.6 Numerical Examples6.1 Example 1In this example we illustrate Property 1 of Section 3. Consider two super-positions of on/o� sources, the �rst with parameters a1 = 5 and b1 = 2 andthe second with parameters a2 = 5 and b2 = 2:35. Application of Property1 immediately shows that contrary to the second superposition, the �rst su-perposition is long range dependent (as b21 6 a1). This is illustrated in Figure1, where the sum of covanriances of the �rst superposition clearly does notconverge, while the second superposition does.6.2 Example 2In this example we consider the processes Y (M) = PMi=1X(i). We illustratethe inuence of the value M on the behaviour of the sum of covariancesPnk=1Cov(Y (M)1 ; Y (M)k+1 ) of increasing n.Let M = 6; 9; 14. In Figure 2, we see that for higher values of M , the11
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Figure 2: Inuence of M on sum of covariances.convergence ofPnk=1Cov(Y (M)1 ; Y (M)k+1 ) is slower than for smaller values. Thisresult is in accordance with Property 2 of Section 3, which states that thesum is divergent for M =1.7 Conclusions and Future ResearchIn this paper we have introduced a discrete-time tra�c model resulting fromthe superposition of a sequence of on/o� sources with increasing on ando� period duration. Under a simple condition, the tra�c model exhibitsa long range dependence character. Moreover the Hurst parameter can becomputed explicitly. Queueing problems in which this process is involved canbe easily handled by considering a matrix-analytic approach. The correlationstructure of the process is investigated by means of the IDC and its limit.Here again closed form formulas are obtained.The proposed process will be used in future research to investigate the in-uence of long range dependent tra�c on delays and loss probabilities inqueueing systems when merging with Markovian tra�c. Furthermore we12
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AppendixAn outline of the proof of property 2 is given. We restrict ourselves to thecase b2 < a. The case b2 = a can be proved in a similiar way. To simplifythings we �rst study the behaviour of the functiong(k) = 1Xi=1  1� � ba�i!k �1b�i : (20)Because ofZ 12 �1� (b=a)x�1�k1=bx dx < 1Xi=2 �1� (b=a)i�k1=bi< 1Xi=1 �1� (b=a)i�k1=bi < Z 11 (1� (b=a)x�1)k1=bx�1 dxit su�ces to examine the integral R11 (1� (b=a)x)k1=bx dx in function of k.We rewrite it as the sumZ log klog a�log b1 (1� (b=a)x)k1=bx dx + Z 1log klog a�log b (1� (b=a)x)k1=bx dx: (21)From now on we denote log k=(log a � log b) by k. Since (1� (b=a)x)k <e�k(b=a)x < 1=k(b=a)�x we obtain a bound for the �rst integral in 21 asfollows:Z k1 (1� (b=a)x)k1=bx dx < Z k1 1k�a=b2�x dx< 1log a� 2 log bk��with � = log b=(log a � log b). For the second integral of 21 we use theinequality (1� (b=a)x)k < 1� k(b=a)x + k2(b=a)2x=2. HenceZ 1k (1� (b=a)x)k1=bx dx < Z 1k (1� k(b=a)x) 1=bx dx+ Z 1k k2=2(b=a)2x1=bx dx= � 1log b � 1log a� k�� + k��2 log a� log b15



Finally, by using the inequality 1� k(b=a)x < (1� (b=a)x)k, we obtain1b � 1log b � 1log a� k�� < g(k)< � 1log a� 2 log b + 1log b � 1log a + 12 log a� log b� bk��:If we drop the p2 in 1, it is easy to see thatCov�Y (1)1 ; Y (1)k+1 � < g(k)Some algebraic computations lead to the following inequalityg(k)� Cov�Y (1)1 ; Y (1)k+1 � < 1Xi=1 �1� (b=a)i�k 3b2i + 1Xi=1 k �1� (b=a)i�k 1bi 1aiBy using similar techniques as before it is possible to showg(k)� Cov�Y (1)1 ; Y (1)k+1 � < Ck�(�+�) (22)for � > 0 such that b2+� < a and some C > 0.
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